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Abundance Affirmations  
 
This practice was gifted to me through The Abundance Book  
by John Randolph Price first published in 1994. 
 
He recommends doing written affirmations every day for 40 days. The book 
contains 10 affirmations around money, abundance and connecting with the source 
of abundance that is within each of us. Writing the 10 affirmations (one a day) then 
starting over and writing them again means you write each of the 10 affirmation 4 
times until you complete the 40 days. This book and practice changed my 
experience of abundance in ways I had no idea would occur. 
 
At the time I received the book in 2004 - as a birthday gift, along with a small journal specifically for writing 
these affirmations daily - my second husband and I were facing bankruptcy. 
 
At the time, I knew we were in financial trouble, but I had no idea it was because my husband had a 
gambling addiction. Our financial situation was so dire I was afraid to answer the phone because it might be 
a credit card person demanding to know when we were going to pay them. Often we were getting bills paid 
just before the phone, internet, electricity, or something else was about to be turned off. 
 
There is way more to this story but the main thing that happened for me is committing to this 40 day 
abundance process is how it worked wonders (miracles) in changing my experience of financial abundance. 
When that marriage ended, the bankruptcy had cleared all the financial debt so I got a clean start when I 
moved out. That is when I discovered I had created a business that truly was supporting me.  
 
From then on, all my bills have been paid on time, including paying off my credit card (once I could get a 
credit card) each month so I am not paying interest. I promised myself I wouldn’t go into debt and have 
kept that promise all these years later (16 years in 2021). I also attracted a partner who reflects my 
financial values and together we have created a rich life with none of the previous money worries. 
 
When I left my second marriage I started saving money so that if I had an emergency or less income flowing 
my way I felt secure in knowing I could pay my expenses. Gratefully, I shifted my money paradigm so much 
I haven’t had to dip into my savings due to lack of income.  
 
The intent of the 40-day affirmation process focuses your attention on the abundance that is already 
within you. I didn’t completely resonate with the statements written in the book - so I wrote them in a way 
that worked for me making sure the statements were actively claiming it as if I already had it. I encourage 
you to either use these statements, rewrite them, or write new ones that work for you! 
 
At the time in 2004 when I began this Abundance process I realized after completing the first 40 days I was 
just getting started and created more affirmations that I will add later. I wound up doing this process for 
180 days straight without missing a day. If you miss a day the suggested practice is to start over until you 
can do 40 days straight.  
 
The gift of this process is focusing your awareness on loving abundance (including financial abundance) for 
a few minutes a day so you are aware your abundance is not outside of you but rather within you. 
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Overall Affirmation Example for the 40-day process. Write it the first day and say out loud every day. 
 
On this day (enter date if that is helpful to keep track of when and your name) I lovingly release, let go and 
surrender any lingering doubts or limiting beliefs in money as my visible source and support.  
 
I embrace this process of igniting my awareness around the loving abundance consciousness coming from 
the Divine Source within me. I claim my Divine Heritance as a BEing of God/Goddess/Great Spirit/Great 
Mystery acknowledging my divine, loving, generous, ever renewing source as my substance supply and 
support in every moment, in every dimension, in every way, Here and Now! 
 
In ALL WAYS I totally and completely embrace, embody, and express this ever replenishing, ever renewing, 
ever abundant loving source of ALL life, Source of ALL experience, Source of ALL manifestation in ways that 
genuinely, easily and gracefully support me in joyously fulfilling my divine purpose. 
 
I love and trust myself to continue deepening my experience and ability to lovingly access this vast 
abundant divine source within in ways that completely meet and fulfill ALL my needs and desires.  
I Surrender any attachments to outcome or pictures of how I think it should be.  
 
I am allowing and embracing this ever present abundant divine source to express through me in ways that 
are beneficial and supportive to me and ALL life! It is Done. It is So. And I give Thanks!!! 
 
Day One 
I AM fully conscious of myself as an individualized expression of the rich lavish opulent abundance of 
Universal Source expressing through me in ways that enrich my life and all life around me. 
 
Day Two 
I totally and completely trust, understand and know my mind and heart are conscious and aware of my 
Divine Presence (my I AM) flowing through me continuously as MY abundant loving, caring, and nurturing 
source of all my loving, fun, magical and joyous experiences. 
 
Day Three 
I AM consciously choosing to know and experience Infinite Prosperity filled with Diving Light and Truth 
expressing continuously as vastly expansive health, wealth, vitality, beauty, harmony, kindness, acceptance 
and PURE LOVE! 
 
Day Four 
I AM actively conscious and aware of my Divine I AM presence within me as my loving abundant source. I 
AM Embodying and Expressing the fullest experience of My Source within ME. I am drawing into my mind 
and feeling nature the tangible essence of Great Spirit manifesting all my needs and desires flowing to me 
directly from this generously loving abundant Divine Source and I AM grateful. It is done and It is So and So 
it IS! 
 
Day Five 
My loving abundant Divine Source within supplies all my needs – mentally, physically, emotionally, 
spiritually, in ALL ways completely. I AM magnetizing and attracting from the divine source within me 
joyful, loving abundance, drawing upon the vast, expansive, ever replenishing source of all life, all wealth, 
all health and beauty within me. 
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Day Six 
I am deeply grateful for the divinely inspired ways my loving, inner divine source is constantly supplying me 
with rich opulence in every moment according to my needs and desires – easily benefitting me and all life 
around me with glorious loving abundance. And So It IS! 
 
Day Seven 
My Divine Consciousness, my I AM is actively and loving expressing through my true nature of loving 
abundance. I accept all my experiences - letting go and letting God/Goddess/Great Mystery guide and 
direct my life - trusting in the all-pervading loving source within me to support and nurture me – allowing 
me every opportunity to live and express my divine destiny. With Gratitude It IS Already Done and Already 
IS! 
 
Day Eight 
I gratefully ask for Divine Assistance in completely forgiving myself for any limiting beliefs, negative 
emotions, obscurations and blockages that have ever disempowered my life. I know I am forgiven for all the 
harm I have done to myself and others.  I AM liberated and freed from these limiting beliefs and thought 
patterns. I am deeply grateful for the abundance of magic, joy, and inspiration anchoring my awareness in 
the ever replenishing, loving abundant source within me! 
 
Day Nine 
I AM conscious and aware of the loving divine source within me. I am attracting all the resources and 
experiences that support ME in totally, joyfully living the fulfillment of my divine design. I AM gratefully 
receiving Loving Grace and Divine Magic NOW, and I AM deeply appreciating and receiving the glorious gift 
of my life! 
 
Day Ten 
I AM whole and complete attuned to easily experiencing vast, nurturing, loving abundance within and 
around me. My heart is receiving all the beauty, love and abundance that is mine to experience while 
letting go of any attachment to outcome.  
 
My Divine Source is ME. I AM consciously aware and connected to my Divine I AM presence, my Divine  
I AM source, my Divine I AM expression flowing through and around me. 
 
I AM rich with Love.  
I AM rich with Joy. 
I AM rich with Fun. 
I AM rich with Magic. 
I AM rich with Miracles. 
I AM rich with Resources. 
I AM rich with Wisdom. 
I AM rich with Courage. 
I AM rich with Kindness. 
I AM rich with Compassion. 
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